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Biological motivation
Bacteria commonly secrete molecules for cell-to-cell communications. About 25%
of Gram-negative bacteria can precisely deliver effectors to target cells via Type VI
Secretion System (T6SS) [1]. Commonly used for attacks, a T6SS positive (T6+)
cell can fire a puncturing structure, usually containing toxins, into an adjacent cell.

Figure 1: Co-incubation of T6+ (green) and T6- (red)
cells. Rounded T6- cells are lysing, having received
T6SS sheaths (brighter GFP) (Smith & Septer, unpub-
lished data).

Colonies with T6SS inter-
actions exhibit rich spatiotem-
poral dynamics [1, 2, 3]. For
instance, in T6+/+ assays, spa-
tially segregated microcolonies
develop over time, the length
scales of which depend on
growth conditions (Fig. 2, 3).
Many questions about T6SS
remain challenging in theory
and in experiments, e.g.

Figure 2: Co-incubation
of T6+ strains of V. fis-
cheri, slow growing ES12
(orange) and fast growing
ES401 (purple).

1. How does microscopic T6SS killing give rise to macro-
scopic spatial patterns?

2. How does colony morphology depend on growth condi-
tions? Characteristics of T6+/- mixed populations?

3. What can we infer about microscopic T6SS interactions
given an experimental image as in Fig. 2, 3?

Figure 3: Co-incubation of two T6+ strains of V. fischeri, FQ1
and FQ2. After 24 hrs, lethal wildtype strains coexist and form
separated microcolonies (a), but the co-existence is not stable
after physical disruption. T6- mutants can coexist and popula-
tion appears to be more mixed (b) [3].

Numerical model

(a) Initialization (b) Division (c) A T6- colony (d) A T6+ colony

Figure 4: A sample simulation from two bacteria. Red species grows twice as fast. (a)
Initialize with random positions and orientations. (b) Divide in half after doubling. (c) Some
time later, a small colony is formed. (d) With mutual T6SS killing, the interface between
two species is more rounded.

1. Newtonian mechanics

• Repulsive forces and torques due
to contact (Fig. 5)

Figure 5: Schematic of cells in contact.

• Friction due to viscous substrate

2. Single cell dynamics

• For cell i with length li and local nu-
trient concentration si ,

dli
dt

=
lir0si

sh + si
;

dsi

dt
=

−r0lisi

g(sh + si)

r0: basal growth rate
sh and g : growth constants

• Equal division, with small noise in
daughter lengths and orientations

3. T6SS-dependent interactions

• Sheath-firing is modeled as a homogeneous Poisson process, i.e. fire rate, λ,
defined as the number of firings per cell cycle, is constant.

• Let τ be time after two cells touch, P(T6+ cell fires at τ ) = λe−λτ and
P(T6+ cell has fired within τ ) = 1− e−λτ .

• A percentage of the T6+ population is active, i.e. can fire sheaths.
• Sheath production can be inherited or randomly activated at division.

Simulations and data analysis

(a) Mutually lethal (b) Mutually non-lethal

Figure 6: Simulation snapshots after 48 hours.
Length scale matches with images in Fig. 3.

Spatial organization
We simulate mutually lethal/

non-lethal interactions in a peri-
odic domain (Fig. 6), using initial
density, average cell aspect ra-
tio, population growth rates ex-
tracted from experimental data.
Simulations terminate after 48
hours of growth. Results are av-
eraged across 10 independent
simulations.

Key observation: In T6+ simulations, cells at the interface kill and die, creat-
ing space for growing, leading to smaller microcolonies to merge.

By visual compar-
ison, our model
captures the quali-
tative difference in
T6+/- colonies. In
the figure on the
right, we compute
FFT (a, c), and
radial distribution
function (RDF) (b,
d) for experimental
and simulation
data, respectively.
The statistical anal-
yses corroborate
visual inspection.

(a) FFT of Exp. (b) RDF of Exp.

(c) FFT of Sim. (d) RDF of Sim.

Figure 7: Statistical analyses of experimental and simulation data.

T6SS attack characteristics
We simulate mixed T6+/- populations with varying initial T6+ percentage

and active (sheath-producing) cell percentage, and measure T6+ population’s ef-
ficiency by Eff = 1 − φf

−/φ
0
−, where φ0− and φf

− are T6- cell percentage at initial
and final time. T6SS can be transmitted in two ways:
- Inherited : an active mother cell gives birth to two active daughters.
- Randomly activated : at division, daughter cells randomly activate T6SS.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8: Efficiency of T6+ population at eliminating T6- cells at 96 hours. T6- cells dou-
ble in 45 minutes. (a) T6SS is inherited, doubling time 45 mins, (b) inherited, 90 minutes,
(c) random, 45 mins, (d) random, 90 minutes.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 9: Increase in active cell percentage at 96 hours. (a) T6SS is inherited, doubling
time 45 mins, (b) inherited, 90 minutes, (c) random, 45 mins, (d) random, 90 minutes.

Key observation: If T6SS is inherited, active cells increase significantly in
populations with low initial active percentage. If T6SS is randomly activated,
populations with low initial active cells can be more efficient.

Summary and future work
We develop an agent-based model of bacterial growth, taking into account

Newtonian dynamics, diffusion, and T6SS-dependent competitions. Model cap-
tures spatial patterns revealed by experiments [3] and explores parameter space
inaccessible in experiments. Future directions:
1. Explore the parameter space more systematically, and with finer granularity.
2. Use model predictions to understand (a) instability of co-existence question
raised in experiments [3], (b) the role of T6SS in microbial competition in biologi-
cal systems, such as the light organ of E. scolopes [4].
3. Extend to 3D to more accurately capture dense growth in biofilms.
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